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The Heroine's Journey 2020-08-18
the heroine s journey describes contemporary woman s search for wholeness in a society where she has been defined according to masculine values drawing on
cultural myths and fairy tales ancient symbols and goddesses and the dreams of contemporary women murdock illustrates the need for and the reality of feminine
values in western culture this special anniversary edition with a new foreword by christine downing and preface by the author illuminates that this need is just as
relevant today as it was when the book was originally published thirty years ago

The Heroine's Journey Workbook 2020-08-18
a workbook to guide readers through the different stages of the heroine s journey healing deep wounds of one s feminine nature on a personal cultural and spiritual
level maureen murdock s modern classic the heroine s journey explores woman s mythic quest for maintaining feminine values and a sense of wholeness in a society
that s been defined according to masculine values womankind undertakes this spiritual and psychological journey by integrating all parts of her nature this workbook
based on workshops conducted by murdock herself with women of all ages can be used individually or in a group to guide readers through the heroine s journey with
exercises and reflection questions for each chapter readers will embark on profound self exploration and gain a new sense of clarity and understanding of their own
life quests the skills learned on this archetypal journey prepare women to work toward the larger pursuit of bringing consciousness to others and preserving the
balance of life on earth

Mythmaking 2024-03-05
best selling heroine s journey author maureen murdock invites readers to explore their personal story within the rich tapestry of human experience by examining the
craft of memoir alongside fresh writing advice and prompts maureen murdock looks at thematic connections between ancient myths and contemporary memoirs to
probe questions like what is my journey where is home her background as a jungian psychotherapist enriches her teaching urging us to dig deep to identify our own
universal archetypes writers who feel stuck or unworthy of writing about themselves will find thought provoking inspiration and validation in this book while those
simply looking to use writing as a tool for self exploration will examine their patterns and stories to reveal their true inner selves and all will be left with a deeper
understanding of the rich scope of the memoir genre by exploring contemporary favorites like terry tempest williams s refuge joan didion s the year of magical
thinking and david carr s the night of the gun from a mythological perspective like myth memoir reveals a unity to human experience that ultimately we all share
similar hopes dreams and desires as well as fears losses and heartbreaks memoir helps writers understand the trajectory of their lives and helps readers better grasp
our own place within the human experience

Shâmaran 2024-04-30
shâmaran the neolithic eternal mother love and the kurds covers one of the earliest ancient figures of mother earth shâmaran of the zagros mountains which is at the
crossroads of iran anatolia and mesopotamia and has historically been a melting pot of diverse groups contributing to the formation of the kurdish nation this unique
convergence has played a pivotal role in shaping the rich history culture language and the very essence of their homeland kurdistan shâmaran is the significant
religiocultural symbol serving as a poignant embodiment of this heritage the book meticulously documents deconstructs and interprets shâmaran s myth and her
neolithic image recognizing their profound significance as manifestations of the mother earth goddess the study details the philosophy and symbolism of her faith
deciphers the content in the region within the existing pre islamic kurdish religions namely alevism yarsanism and Êzidism and kurdish culture as a whole



Mythmaking 2024-03-05
best selling heroine s journey author maureen murdock invites readers to explore their personal story within the rich tapestry of human experience by examining the
craft of memoir alongside fresh writing advice and prompts maureen murdock looks at thematic connections between ancient myths and contemporary memoirs to
probe questions like what is my journey where is home her background as a jungian psychotherapist enriches her teaching urging us to dig deep to identify our own
universal archetypes writers who feel stuck or unworthy of writing about themselves will find thought provoking inspiration and validation in this book while those
simply looking to use writing as a tool for self exploration will examine their patterns and stories to reveal their true inner selves and all will be left with a deeper
understanding of the rich scope of the memoir genre by exploring contemporary favorites like terry tempest williams s refuge joan didion s the year of magical
thinking and david carr s the night of the gun from a mythological perspective like myth memoir reveals a unity to human experience that ultimately we all share
similar hopes dreams and desires as well as fears losses and heartbreaks memoir helps writers understand the trajectory of their lives and helps readers better grasp
our own place within the human experience

Soulmates 2011-12-31
in soulmates resurrecting eve juliana geran pilon argues for a return to an egalitarian view of men and women found in the original genesis narrative as reflected
through judaism christianity and islam in each of these abrahamic traditions it was understood that man and woman were created to be soulmates in god s image
equal despite their different functions within society pilon writes that this original message has gradually been distorted with disastrous effect any hope for an
ennobling human community begins by resurrecting eve as an equal partner to adam the work examines the biblical creation narrative comparing it to greek and
other ancient mythologies pilon explains how the disturbing association of woman with sin and death led to eve s demise as adam s equal the final section of the work
deals with the goddess myth love and marriage in early religious narratives and modern man s search for his soul no less than for a soulmate the book at its core is a
meditation on the relationship between men and women but also among human beings the resurrection of eve is indispensable to attaining a true appreciation of love
and faith pilon uses religious texts expert commentary and various works of fiction poetry and psychology to make her argument come alive the work is strengthened
by the writing style alternately poetic and humorous and a clear and illuminating progression of ideas its emphasis on reconciliation and understanding and its post
feminist outlook will find a receptive audience

Women in Science Fiction and Fantasy [2 volumes] 2008-12-30
works of science fiction and fantasy increasingly explore gender issues feature women as central characters and are written by women writers this book examines
women s contributions to science fiction and fantasy across a range of media and genres such as fiction nonfiction film television art comics graphic novels and music
the first volume offers survey essays on major topics such as sexual identities fandom women s writing groups and feminist spirituality the second provides
alphabetically arranged entries on more specific subjects such as hindu mythology toni morrison magical realism and margaret atwood entries are written by expert
contributors and cite works for further reading and the set closes with a selected general bibliography students and general readers love science fiction and fantasy
and science fiction and fantasy works increasingly explore gender issues feature women as central characters and are written by women writers older works
demonstrate attitudes toward women in times past while more recent works grapple with contemporary social issues this book helps students use science fiction and
fantasy to understand the contributions of women writers the representation of women in the media and the experiences of women in society



Yes! No! But Wait...! 2023-06-15
yes no but wait is the most straightforward book on writing a novel ever published it is also the most practical honest and useful tim lott admits he can t teach
someone how to write a novel that s one of the myths propagated by the novel writing industry but he can help anyone construct a solid platform on which they can
stand to discover whether they have the talent will and imagination required of any novelist a distillation of a lifetime s reading writing and thinking about stories and
how to tell them yes no but wait is the one book any aspiring author needs

ヒロインの旅 2017-04
ユング心理学やジョゼフ キャンベルへのインタビューをもとに 世界の神話や心理療法の実例から 女性の精神の豊かな領域を描く

Celebrate the Divine Feminine 2011
for too long studies lumped women s mental health with that of men notwithstanding profound differences this groundbreaking work decisively addresses that
oversight as a team of expert scholars and therapists spotlights common female mental disorders explores the causes and explains available therapies in the last two
decades feminist therapists and scholars have called for new models of mental health that value women and femininity to that end the four volume women and
mental disorders brings together recent research and theory to explore its subject from a feminist perspective this exhaustive set treats every aspect of women s
mental health from diagnoses to treatment underlying the entire work is an awareness of varying cultural definitions of mental health and the importance of
understanding a woman s cultural background if treatment is to be respectful and successful special attention is also paid to women who have been victims of
violence whether in intimate relationships the workplace or at school and to how these experiences impact mental and physical health self concept interpersonal
relationships and career development approaches to treating women with eating disorders agoraphobia anxiety and depression ptsd and personality disorders are
covered as well finally the set provides resources to help readers address their own needs or those of friends and family

Woman of Power 1990
this book explores how the next generation of teen and young adult heroines in popular culture are creating a new feminist ideal for the 21st century representations
of a teenage girl who is unique or special occur again and again in coming of age stories it s an irresistible concept the heroine who seems just like every other but
under the surface she has the potential to change the world this book examines the cultural significance of teen and young adult female characters the new heroines
in popular culture the book addresses a wide range of examples primarily from the past two decades with several chapters focusing on a specific heroic figure in
popular culture in addition the author offers a comparative analysis between the new woman figure from the late 19th and early 20th century and the new heroine in
the 21st century readers will understand how representations of teenage girls in fiction and nonfiction are positioned as heroic because of their ability to find out
about themselves by connecting with other people their environment and technology

Women and Mental Disorders 2011-11-08
one of the most rapidly growing religious movements in the united states feminist spirituality first came of age during the religious ferment of the 1960s it has since



emerged as one of the sturdiest survivors of that era of religious experimentation the goddess her worshipers and the myth of her reign over humankind s prehistory
are becoming familiar features in the american religious landscape and are gradually spreading beyond there out into the cultural mainstream in spite of its increasing
cultural presence feminist spirituality is poorly understood by those not participating in its development or privy to its secrets why do these women worship a goddess
and who is she what do they do when they meet together what do they do alone what attracts them to feminist spirituality are they part of a passing cult or are they
creating a new religion that will one day take its place alongside judaism christianity and islam in the west what are their hopes for the world and what are they doing
to see their dreams actualized living in the lap of the goddess answers these questions and more drawing on scores of interviews with spiritual feminists participant
observation in feminist spirituality s rituals and retreats and a close reading of the movement s many texts sociologist of religion cynthia eller describes this innovative
spiritual movement in detail among the topics covered are the origins of feminist spirituality its use of ritual myth and magic and the politics with which spiritual
feminists determinedly intertwine their religion the feminist spirituality movement represents an important option for feminists the critical third choice available in the
false dilemma between reforming patriarchal religions and giving up on religion altogether living in the lap of the goddess introduces the reader to this important
option and the infinite variety that is the feminist spirituality movement memorable characters are met in the pages of this book and novel theories on gender deity
human civilization and the universe are encountered throughout the key question guiding this venture into the alternative religious world is this who are these women
and why are they doing what they do saying what they say thinking what they think the answers like the participants themselves are manifold and intriguing book
jacket title summary field provided by blackwell north america inc all rights reserved

The New Heroines 2016-03-21
spellbound women and witchcraft in america is a collection of twelve articles that explore crucial events in the history of witch hunting and its demonization of women
in american and american women s own use of witchcraft as a source of identity and strength as well as the complicated relationship between the two beginning with
the accused witches of colonial america spellbound extends its focus through the nineteenth century to explore women s involvement with alternative spiritualities
and culminates with examinations of the contemporary feminist neopagan and goddess movements

Living in the Lap of the Goddess 1993
woman after forty is a psychological journey in the life of every woman as well as a compass pointing to the future women readers over forty from the scientific
studies from research centers as harvard university johns hopkins university and the mayo clinic willl find their own ways to understand and value their outward
appearance and inner strength in order to feel healthy useful and fulfilled also they will draw strength from their maturity so that they can better serve and enjoy their
personal goals at the various stages of their lives i like to think of it as a breath of optimism to help women confront the future with strength and energy

Feminist Periodicals 1990
fourth wave feminism has entered the national conversation and established a highly visible presence in popular media especially in cutting edge science fiction and
fantasy films and television series wonder woman the wasp and captain marvel headline superhero films while black panther celebrates nonwestern power disney
princesses value sisterhood over conventional marriage this first of two companion volumes addresses cinema exploring how since 2012 such films as the hunger
games trilogy mad max fury road and recent star wars installments have showcased women of action the true innovation is a product of the internet age though the
web has accelerated fan engagement to the point that progressivism and backlash happen simultaneously new films increasingly emphasize diversity over toxic
masculinity they defy net trolls to provide stunning role models for viewers across the spectrum of age gender and nationality



Spellbound 1998-06-01
the world s fearlessness teachings addresses the human fear problem in a truly unique and insightful way summarizing the teachings on fearlessness from around the
world and throughout history the author then utilizes critical integral theory a la wilber as an approach to categorize the developmental and evolutionary spectrum of
fear management systems known thus far the author has spent twenty years researching the timely topic of fear and how to best manage and transform it from this
experience he offers an educational healing vision to address the challenges of a dangerous 21st century fear s empire has taken rule it is time to resist it using the
best intelligence from both sacred and secular traditions as well as the transformational theories humanity has to offer fisher maps out ten fear management systems
that will benefit future positive leaders everywhere

The Journey of Women After 40 2011-10-28
two psychotherapists present a supportive guide to coping with the emotional and psychological aftermath of abortion offering a step by step program that combines
information reassurance and guidance to help women begin the process of recovery this is a book for any women who feels psychological pain from her abortion this
is not a book about judgment politics or religion from the authors introduction few women can walk away from the experience of abortion without some lingering
emotional discomfort unresolved feelings of guilt shame and sadness may not surface until months often years after an abortion we may lead outwardly normal lives
but these emotions can continue to cast a shadow having a negative impact on personal relationships coloring our moral or religious beliefs even causing anxiety
when we deal with a planned pregnancy these feelings if ignored can possibly manifest themselves in more troubling ways resulting in unstable relationships self
destructive and addictive behaviors depression and low self esteem now two experienced psychotherapists share their approach to dealing with sensitive and long
overlooked issue of post abortion pain or trauma the healing choice breaks the silence surrounding a topic often clouded by debate and focuses exclusively on helping
women chart a path toward emotional recovery through a step by step process complete with self tests exercises and interviews with women who share their own
post abortion experiences dr candace de puy and dr dana dovitch will help you come to terms with your post abortion emotions and offer support as you begin the
process of healing

Fourth Wave Feminism in Science Fiction and Fantasy 2019-10-15
why is the memoir genre so important what is it that drives us to tell our own stories the ancient greek myth of goddess memory and her daughters the muses offers
new ways to re enter the stories of our lives and shape them in surprising ways mnemosyne s birthing of the muses underscores her commitment to express all of the
facets of her personal story grief joy love body breath history spirituality reverie and humor the memoirist follows mnemosyne s imaginal lineage in crafting all
memoirs memories live in matter in the very cells of our bodies writing our life stories allows us to consider the content of our experiences the plurality of perspectives
from which we can choose to shape them and the use that we want to make of them we may choose to write for many reasons psychological physical and cultural
healing being just a few this book suggests the exploration of an imaginable field is possible when we look at how figures from greek mythology continue to inspire
contemporary life writing

The World's Fearlessness Teachings 2010
as portrayals of heroic women gain ground in film television and other media their depictions are breaking free of females as versions of male heroes or simple
stereotypes of acutely weak or overly strong women although heroines continue to represent the traditional roles of mothers goddesses warriors whores witches and



priestesses these women are no longer just damsels in distress or violent warriors in heroines of film and television portrayals in popular culture award winning
authors from a variety of disciplines examine the changing roles of heroic women across time in this volume editors norma jones maja bajac carter and bob batchelor
have assembled a collection of essays that broaden our understanding of how heroines are portrayed across media offering readers new ways to understand perceive
and think about women contributors bring fresh readings to popular films and television shows such as the girl with the dragon tattoo kill bill buffy the vampire slayer
weeds mad men and star trek the representations and interpretations of these heroines are important reflections of popular culture that simultaneously empower and
constrain real life women these essays help readers gain a more complete understanding of female heroes especially as related to race gender power and culture a
companion volume to heroines of comic books and literature this collection will appeal to academics and broader audiences that are interested in women in popular
culture

The HEALING CHOICE 2013-06-11
princess mononoke 1997 is one of anime s most important films hayao miyazaki s epic fantasy broke domestic box office records when it came out in japan keeping
pace with the success of hollywood films like titanic 1997 princess mononoke was also the first of studio ghibli s films to be distributed outside japan as part of a new
deal with disney subsidiary buena vista international coinciding with the 20th anniversary of the release of the film rayna denison curates this new collection to
critically reflect on princess mononoke s significance within and beyond japanese culture the collection investigates the production and re production processes
involved in the making of princess mononoke into a global phenomenon and reevaluates the film s significance within a range of global markets animation techniques
and cultures in revisiting this undeniably important film the collection sheds light on the tensions within anime and the cultural and social issues that princess
mononoke explores from environmental protection to globalization to the representation of marginalized groups in this remarkable new collection princess mononoke
is examined as a key player during a major turning point in japanese animation history

Memory, Muses, Memoir 2009-12
science fiction and fantasy are often thought of as stereotypically male genres yet both have a long and celebrated history of female creators characters and fans in
particular the science fiction and fantasy heroine is a recognized figure made popular in media such as alien the terminator and buffy the vampire slayer though
imperfect she is strong and definitely does not need to be saved by a man this figure has had an undeniable influence on the hunger games divergent star wars the
force awakens and many other more recent female led book and movie franchises despite their popularity these fictional women have received inconsistent scholarly
interest this collection of new essays is intended to help fill a gap in the serious discussion of women and gender in science fiction and fantasy the contributors are
scholars teachers practicing writers and other professionals in fields related to the genre critically examining the depiction of women and gender in science fiction and
fantasy on both page and screen they focus on characters who are as varied as they are interesting and who range from vampire slayers to time travelers witches and
spacefarers

Heroines of Film and Television 2014-04-04
for more than 30 years yoga journal has been helping readers achieve the balance and well being they seek in their everyday lives with every issue yoga journal
strives to inform and empower readers to make lifestyle choices that are healthy for their bodies and minds we are dedicated to providing in depth thoughtful editorial
on topics such as yoga food nutrition fitness wellness travel and fashion and beauty



Princess Mononoke 2018-01-11
this book presents an original exploration of philosophical questions pertaining to the ways we grasp the absolute by bringing together the buddhist notion of
interpermeation of all phenomena into contemporary strains of thought in continental philosophy this text introduces an ontological concept granularity deploying it to
probe questions concerning the intersection of ontology ethics and education a wide range of issues in metaphysics are covered including being nothingness unity
plurality truth change transformation subjectivity contradiction coherence potentiality from the perspective of thinkers such as hegel heidegger badiou meillassoux
malabou Žižek and harman the text deploys granularity in arguing for an ethics of unconditional hospitality within education this volume is intended for students and
researchers working in the areas of philosophy of education philosophy of religion and continental philosophy

Buffy to Batgirl 2019-09-06
wildpfade eine faszinierende auswahl lebendiger quellen und wege die frauen in jüngerer zeit bei ihrer suche nach einem erfüllenden spirituellen leben für sich
entdeckt wiederentdeckt oder auch gänzlich neu kreiert haben das buch richtet sich an alle die heute eine spiritualität zu entwickeln und zu leben suchen die nicht auf
den vorstellungen von männern längst vergangener zeiten und kulturen basiert sondern die mit ihrer eigenen menschlichen erfahrung ihrem eigenen wissen fühlen
und erkennen hier und heute in einklang steht es führt auf eine reise der inspiration die mit so unterschiedlichen bereichen bekannt macht wie der naturreligion der
hexen und der transpersonalen psychologie eine reise die zurückführt bis in die vorgeschichte und die in form einer einführung in die neue frauen oder auch
göttinspiritualität nach vorne blickt wildpfade stellt holistische lebensbejahende lebenfeiernde visionen dieser welt dar lädt dazu ein uns selbst und diese existenz
tiefer zu verstehen intensiver und freudiger zu leben mehr und mehr in uns selbst und in dieser ganzen welt zu hause zu sein und uns gleichzeitig unverbrüchlich im
zeitlosen verwurzelt zu wissen

Yoga Journal 1987-11
from the cutting edge to the basics the latest advances as well as the essentials of feminist literary theory are at your fingertips as soon as you open this brand new
reference work it features in quick and convenient form precise definitions of important terms and concise summaries of the salient ideas of critics working in the field
who have made significant contributions to feminist literary studies and points out how a feminist perspective has affected the development of emerging ideas and
intellectual practices every effort has been made to include as many feminist thinkers as possible expanded coverage of key subjects overview entries cover topics
ranging from creativity beauty and eroticism topornography violence and war with a thorough exploration of the major theoretical points of feminist literary
approaches and concerns in addition entries organized around literary periods and fields such as medieval studies shakespeare and romanticism survey subjects in
the framework of feminist literary theory and feminist concerns shows how feminist ideas have shaped literary theory the encyclopedia gathers in one place all the
key words topics proper names and critical terminology of feminist literary theory emphasis throughout is on usage in the united states and great britain since the
l970s each entry is accompanied by a bibliography that is a point of departure for further research a key advantage of this encyclopedia is that it amasses
bibliographic references for so many important and often cited works within a single volume instructors especially will find this information invaluable in the
preparation of course material special featuresoffers precise contemporary definitions of all important critical terms summarizes the salient ideas of key literary critics
overviews cover major theoretical issues entries on periods and fields survey feminist contributions emphasizes terminology that has evolved since the l970s indexes
proper names subjects key words and related topics



Upside Down: Inverted Tropes in Storytelling 2016-12-13
a guidebook for the modern woman who wants to create space in her life for more wellbeing simplicity and joy simple soulful sacred is a guidebook for the modern
woman who seeks clarity and guidance on how to live the life of her dreams on her own terms it s for the women of our time the mothers teachers healers light
workers dreamers creators leaders who are ready to find their voice speak their truth and own their power whilst living life with less hustle and more flow for modern
women wanting more for their lives it s the now age definition of having it all women are rising ready to step out of the cloak of masculine traits that keep them
striving for a version of success that is not their own ready to stop hiding their light and playing the comparison game and ready to fully embody their feminine power
because whilst the feminine may have been disowned and devalued for centuries we are so done with that story now but it s still a paradox because within this very
rising women are longing to step out of the noise and chaos to live more simply they want time and space for what s most important to them and the comfort
consciousness and connection that often gets lost in the busyness and distractions of daily life this book is the bridge women have been seeking written with the time
poor reader in mind this book includes 200 short form chapters the perfect length for dipping into while commuting during a lunch break or at the end of the day the
perfect gift or self gift for women of all ages

Granularity: An Ontological Inquiry Into Justice and Holistic Education 2023-11-26
the second book in the writer s compass series from professional writing instructor elizabeth lyon offers both aspiring and established authors the fundamentals of
writing and selling a great novel or short story in addition to the basics of characterization plot pacing and theme a writer s guide to fiction also features a plan for
revising fiction a guide to marketing samples of cover and query letters and methods of honing the writing craft

Wildpfade 2012-12-21
what is behind outlander fever the hit television drama s popularity is it author diana gabaldon s teasing posts on social media is it the real history reimagined the
highly emotional melodrama or is it the take charge heroine and the sweet hero in a kilt one of the show s biggest draws is its multigenre appeal gabaldon whose
outlander novels form the basis of the series has called it science fiction fantasy romance historical fiction and military fiction depending on her audience this
collection of new essays explores the series as a romance a ghost story an epic journey a cozy mystery a comedy of manners a gothic thriller and a feminist answer to
game of thrones and considers the source of its broad appeal

Encyclopedia of Feminist Literary Theory 2009-03-23
over the past fifty years feminist literary criticism has become theoretical rather than practical severing any relationship between literary analysis and the real lived
experiences of women an example of this disconnect is the way in which the madwoman in feminist literature has become a lauded icon of liberation when in reality
her situation would be seen as anything but empowered finding the plot takes this example to task arguing that in fact any interpretation of women s madness as
subversive reinforces the very gender stereotypes that feminist literary criticism should be calling into question



Simple Soulful Sacred 2019
lawyers today are in a moral crisis the popular perception of the lawyer both within the legal community and beyond is no longer the abe lincoln of american
mythology but is often a greedy cynical manipulator of access and power in the lawyer s myth walter bennett goes beyond the caricatures to explore the deeper
causes of why lawyers are losing their profession and what it will take to bring it back bennett draws on his experience as a lawyer judge and law teacher as well as
upon oral histories of lawyers and judges in his exploration of how and why the legal profession has lost its ennobling mythology effectively using examples from
history philosophy psychology mythology and literature bennett shows that the loss of professionalism is more than merely the emergence of win at all cost strategies
and a scramble for personal wealth it is something more profound a loss of professional community and soul bennett identifies the old heroic myths of american
lawyers and shows how they informed the values of professionalism through the middle of the last century he shows why in our more diverse society those myths are
inadequate guides for today s lawyers and he also discusses the profession s agony over its trickster image and demonstrates how that archetype is not only a
psychological reality but a necessary component of a vibrant professional mythology for lawyers at the heart of bennett s eloquently written book is a call to
reinvigorate the legal professional community to do this lawyers must revive their creative capacities and develop a meaningful professional mythology one based on
a deeper understanding of professionalism and a broader more compassionate ideal of justice

A Writer's Guide to Fiction 2004-06-01
the author of power astrology takes women on the ultimate celestial journey her sign by sign guide allows women to discover remarkable aspects of their natures they
never knew they had and helps them grow closer to the beautiful wise mysterious and totally creative goddesses inside them

Adoring Outlander 2016-02-16
when in therapy women inevitably present both sexual and spiritual issues of importance however there has yet to be brought forth an integrating approach to women
s sexuality and spirituality the book fills this gap integrating these two diverse yet connected aspects of therapy this innovative exploration of women s experiences of
their sexuality and spirituality is presented from a feminist psychological perspective clearly illustrating the dichotomy that exists in western culture and offering a
unique approach for convergence this book provides therapists with positive and self affirming viewpoints and practical strategies to help harmonize sexual and
spiritual issues in women clients the book uses a synergistic perspective to facilitate healing for women s psycho sexual spiritual growth and development therapists
are provided with invaluable tools for personal understanding and clinical practice when considering sexuality and spirituality and how they interact in a client s life
this book is crucial reading for psychotherapists counselors social workers educators pastoral counselors and anyone interested in learning more about the
intersections between sexuality and spirituality this book was published as a special issue of women therapy a feminist quarterly

Finding the plot: A Maternal Approach to Madness in Literature 2017-12-01
acknowledgements introduction 1 the intellectual landscape 2 the transmodern frontier 3 the hunter myth 4 jaws faces of the shadow 5 the deer hunter the end of
innocence 6 the manchurian candidate the human as weapon 7 blade runner on the edge 8 the terminator future perfect tense 9 terminator 2 judgment day effacing
the shadowconclusion notes index copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved



The Lawyer's Myth 2010-02-15
the author relates an experience that belongs to everyone the experience of soul susan tiberghien shares a year of dreams analysis daily life a writer mother woman
in love she enters her inner world experiencing vertigo and breathlessness until she lets the light and darkness fuse within her each of the chapters marks a turn with
a dream and an epiphany they build upon one another as the reader enters cyclical time discovering that dreams too have their seasons

Goddess Power 1996
the new scientific paradigm based on the primacy of consciousness is here and the question in everybodys mind is how we access quantum consciousness and its
causal power the artist author susan bello gives us a wonderful and powerful method spontaneous painting it is really very enjoyable and is a suitable vehicle for all
people who are young at heart and like to play i recommend this method and this book very highly amit goswami quantum physicist and author of the self aware
universe god is not dead and the upcoming quantum creativity think quantum be creative this is a truly brilliant and significant book merits joyful reading and
treasuring prof dr ervin lszl founder of club budapest chancellor designate of the newly formed globalshift university author of over 80 books including the creative
cosmos a unified science of matter life and mind the symbol is a universal resource which nature has bestowed upon us to evolve human consciousness it embodies
energy of pure potentiality that lives in a dormant state in our unconscious the process of spontaneous painting unleashes this powerful life force within each persons
unique potential authentic and higher self life direction and innate authentic multiple intelligences flow forth through the brushstroke onto the paper no artistic
training is necessary once our symbols are expressed a transformative process is activated that initiates behavioral change our symbols begin to direct us from within
our authentic self is a core energetic configuration that is like no one elses each one of us is a unique individual with special gifts passions and a life purpose our
higher self embodies such states as love inner wisdom centeredness joy and compassion the key to creating a new paradigm is to develop these constructive
expressions of consciousness in each planetary citizen for personal and social transformation symbols express in the form of images why are images used to transmit
this energy images are the primal universal language of humankind the fact that the ability to make images has been with us since the beginning of time suggests it
may possess an important survival function of which we are not yet aware the name the i am i tm method of spontaneous painting was chosen to honor our innate
authentic multiple intelligences hence the acronym i am itm these intelligences include our emotional creative intuitive imaginative symbolic spiritual visual and
kinesthetic ways of knowing all of these intelligences are developed during the i am i method although we are born with these intelligences and the ability to paint
spontaneously education has focused mainly on the rational intellect and on how to paint the external and not the internal landscape a vast resource of inner wisdom
part one of this book is an autobiographical summary of the experiences that led the author to develop the i am itm method of spontaneous painting the paintings in
part two document her empirical experimentation with spontaneous painting sourced from the authority of her soul part three is an academic exploration and a
theoretical and scholarly documentation of the psychological and quantum states of mind that can be experienced during the spontaneous painting process

Sin or Salvation 2013-10-18
the disturbing experience of psychological infanticide reflects the darkest aspect of the wounding of the sacred feminine the death mother archetype that annihilates
rather than nurtures life through myth story classic literature biography poems art and dreams dr violet sherwood weaves together symbolic aspects of psychological
infanticide with psychoanalytic theory of traumatic attachment and the literal truth of a centuries old history of infanticide she illuminates the death mother archetype
in the dynamic between the unwilling or unsupported mother and the unwelcome child her personal and archetypal journey into through and beyond the underworld
offers hope and guidance for the restoration of the relationship between the sacred feminine and the divine child she draws on her professional experience as a
psychotherapist and her lived experience of psychological infanticide as a result of closed stranger adoption to explore the intimate connection between life and death



revealing the life task of the infanticided psyche is to embrace death and discover the life that lies beyond the realm of the underworld

Projecting the Shadow 1995-12

Looking for Gold 2007-09-15

Spontaneous Painting 2013-06-04

Haunted 2021-11-15
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